
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
WOODLANDS ADVENTURE & CANOPY GALLERY   
At the heart of the gallery is a walk-through tree inspired  
by the historic Snohomish bicycle tree.  Adventures 
abound, allowing bold explorers to use their imaginations 
to camp, fish, boat, hike and observe local wildlife. Kids 
take on the role of veterinarians in the Wildlife Animal 
Rescue. A climb from the forest floor leads to new 
adventures. Kids use their physical skills to navigate 
through bridges and passages in the tree tops. Lookout 
stations along the way provide observant climbers 
opportunities to learn even more about the woodlands.  
• Wildlife Rescue Clinic  
• Campsite  
• Fishing Pond  
• Wildlife Puppet Theatre  
• Historic Bicycle Tree   
• Log Balance Adventure  
 
DISTRIBUTION GALLERY  
Become a logistics engineer in this dynamic exhibit. As 
packages come and go on conveyance systems around the 
gallery, kids learn what it takes to get a package from 
Imagine to anywhere in the world by scanning packages, 
selecting destinations and determining the most efficient 
mode of transportation. 
• Forklift & Hand Trucks  
• Package Conveyor Station 
• Package Drop Chute Station 
• Package Gravity Twist Chute Station 
• Cargo Markings & Load the Container 
• Distribution Package Processing Center  
• World Time Zone Clock & Transportation Modes Screen  
• Imagine Freight Lines Container Walkway 
 

  

 

ENGINEER IT! ROTATING GALLERY  
Budding engineers can test their critical thinking and 
problem-solving skills while building towers, flying 
machines and ever-changing projects.  
Rotating Engineering Challenges:  
Maxamec    -   Brackitz    -   Snow Blocks    -   Wind Tunnels  
 
ECOSYSTEMS GALLERY  
Kids become marine ecologists while exploring an 
intertidal aquarium, watershed table and real whale bones 
from gray whales that pass through local waters on their 
annual migration. 
• Gray Whale Encounter  
    & Migration Map   
• Sea Life Discovery Center  
• Intertidal Aquarium  
• Biome Sand Table  
 
IMPORT, EXPORT, OUR PORT GALLERY  
Features Everett’s very own international water port, 
highlighting the vessels that serve it and the roles they 
play in moving goods around the world. Interactive 
stations allow kids to experiment with weight, balance, 
buoyancy and loading. Kids can become a tugboat captain 
by taking the helm and piloting Imagine’s 20-foot tugboat. 
• Tug Boat  
• Bridge Station (Breakbulk)   
• Balance Station (Container Ship)  
• Weight & Buoyancy Station (Log Ship)   
• Capacity Station (Ro-Ro Ship)  
• Port of Everett Mural  
 

CREATIVITY CENTRAL GALLERY –  
ART STUDIO & MAKER SPACE STUDIO   
Imagine’s Maker Space and Art Studio gives every child the 
freedom to tinker, create and construct – experiences that 
are often not possible at school or home ... they’ll use real 
tools of the trades to thrive as artists and innovators.  

 

Imagine the Possibilities Expansion 
New Galleries 

 The new galleries are filled with playful hand-on, minds-on 
experiencial learning that engages children and caring adults. 
Playful learning is vital to a child’s intellectual, social, emotional 
and physical development. 

• Bird House Station  
• Fire Lookout Station  
• Bigfoot Research Station  
• Rope Bridge Challenges 
 

• Ecosystem Stop Motion    
   Animation Stations  
• Salmon River Run  
• Tot Spot Seashore 

“Play is the highest form of research”  
                                  - Albert Einstein  


